A thought of the day in passing . . .

~Every concept under the sun pushed to its ultimate conclusion becomes its opposite.~

Religion, for all its excesses and confusions, always, presumably, began with a worthy
motive; and still serves a good purpose where it perpetuates the qualitiies of love, conscience
and right behavior, universal good will. But when it takes to itself excessive power,
in moving from self rule to rule over others, it begins the decline into its opposites.

~ Politics, being an ideology, could be said to be a religion.~
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THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
(But not the only dream)
Segment 8
As seen, many world religions and belief systems have come and gone over the
ages. Take science for example. If you think on it for a moment, you will observe that science
is always being rewritten. Newton's law was once irrefutable but now we reconsider. They
world was once ‘known‘ to be flat and now is ‘proven’ to be round – no, pear shaped, as space
photos reveal. Once what everyone ‘knew’ made you thin, now makes you fat, and the reverse.
Milk was healthy for everyone yesterday - today some say no, so too with sugar and meat,
wheat . . . and on it goes. The scientific community blithely says, “Well, we have a new
thinking on that!” And there goes another belief. Then everyone changes their minds and daily
regimen accordingly. Has that never struck you as peculiar? Or, has it occurred to you that
nobody seems to 'know' anything? Things are daily being done that ‘can’t be done’. Nature
and Science's accepted laws are the very backbone of the current 'World; Dream'; almost
everyone believes in them. Yet, we know there are many holes in the fabric of this reality:
unexplained physical phenomena documented in the Bermuda Triangle, parallel but seemingly
unconnected global knowledge, the standing stones of Stonehenge, miracles in healing,
impossible feats by saints, mystics and yogis, miraculous acts in transcending law by even
ordinary folk (such as a mother lifting a car to save her child). Then there are the astounding
new findings of quantum physicists -- who finally seem to be agreeing with the mystics. What
do we really know? And, what's real?
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